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Substitution
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no 

functional change

Augmentation
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with 

functional improvement

Modification
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, 

previously inconceivable
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Are you a programmer?

Sign up for our early access API.
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Source: NY Times

Spotlight Obama and Clinton: Total Delegate Votes

Source: CBS Early Show

In yesterday's Democratic primaries Clinton showed her strength once again in winning the

big states by her victories in Ohio and Texas. However, Obama is still the leading candidate

when it comes to delegates. This graph shows the total number of pledged delegates

won by each candidate as of March 5, 2008. Obama has a total of 1,512 delegates;

Clinton, 1,423. A candidate needs 2,025 delegates to win the primary election and Clinton is

hoping to narrow the margin so that she may win more superdelegate votes (unpledged) at

the Democratic National Convention to be held in Denver in August.

Featured Graphs 

U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions

This graph shows historical trends in energy-

related carbon dioxide emissions by fuel type:

natural gas, petroleum, coal, and other (non-

biogenic biomass and geothermal). In 2004, total

greenhouse gas emissions amounted to 5,957.4

million metric tons of carbon dioxide. States Texas,

California, and Pennsylvania were the biggest

contributors. Graph by omerida.

Children Adopted to the U.S.

This graph shows the total number of immigrant

visas issued to orphans in the United States. In

2006 the U.S. issued 20,700 visas to orphans being

adopted by American parents; 6,500 of which were

given to children coming from China, and 4,100 from

Guatemala. It is estimated that one in every 100

Guatemalan children grows up a U.S. citizen.

However, many see the adoption process as a "baby

trade," that coerces mothers to give up their

children, often for financial incentives. Organizations

such as Unicef, are calling for urgent legal reform

that will make the adoption process more transparent

and the Guatemalan government has recently passed

legislation to do so. Data uploaded by Seema.

Finds and Records at The British
Museum

This graph shows the number of finds and records

per year for the Portable Antiquities Scheme in

the British Museum. Since January 1, 2008 the

Scheme has recorded 8,821 objects within 6,871

records. The Portable Antiquities Scheme is a

voluntary scheme to record archaeological objects

found by members of the public in England and

Wales. Every year many thousands of objects are

discovered, many of these by metal-detector users,

but also by people whilst out walking, gardening or

going about their daily work. Such discoveries offer

an important source for understanding our past. -The

British Museum

E-government Readiness Index

The world average of the global e-government

index continues to increase as more countries invest

resources in developing websites that are

informative. Most countries have e-information on

policies, laws and an archive section on their

portals/websites. The gap between e-information, e-

consultation and e-decision-making is still wide for

developing and developed countries. For the first

time since this survey has been produced, there is a

new leader. In the 2008 Survey, Sweden (0.9157)

took the number one spot from the United States.

The Scandinavian countries took the top three spots

in the 2008 Survey, with Denmark (0.9134) and

Norway (0.8921) in second and third place

respectively. The States (0.8644) came in fourth.

Data uploaded by IsabelG.

Southeast USA Drought History

This graph shows drought statistics in the

Southeast over the past year by percentage of

area with no drought, some level of drought,

and extreme through exceptional drought. While

the percent area in the Southeast that is in an

exceptional drought has dropped in recent months,

the percent area in the Southeast with some level of

drought is relatively constant. -Bubbazen.

Popular travel keywords

This graph shows popular travel choices by

keyword, which can give us some insight into global

trends on travelers' interests and purchases when

looking for that perfect vacation. Bed and breakfasts,

flights, hotels, and cruises are all popular keywords.

The data reflects travel deals picks from an array of

advertisers using the TourismExchange Advertising

Network. Graph by Tourism Exchange.

Pirating Oscar Films

148 out of 151 of Oscar-nominated films from 2003

to 2007 were available in DVD quality (either leaked

retail or screener DVDs) by Oscar night. This graph

shows the average number of days from an

Academy Award nominated film's U.S. release

to first leak, U.S. release to screener leak, and

screener release to screener leak. The films are

getting leaked just as quickly as ever, but apparently

not through Academy screeners. This could be

because watermarks and recent court cases are

acting as an effective deterrent, but I think it's

attributable to two other reasons: first, the gap

between theatrical releases to retail DVD is getting

shorter; and second, the rise of Region 5 DVD

transfers from overseas. Data uploaded by anildash.

Full analysis by Andy Baio.

U.S. Trade in Goods and Services

A country's international trade consists of both

importing and exporting goods and services. The

balance of trade is the difference between the

amount exported and the amount imported. This

graph shows U.S. exports (total, goods, and

services), imports (total, goods, and services),

and the balance of trade (total, goods, and

services) from 1960 to 2007. In 2007, U.S.

exports of goods and services amounted to about

$1.621 billion, leaving a $711 billion trade deficit.

Data uploaded by Augustine.

Economic mobility?

Is the American dream fading for children who aren't

born in the middle class? A study released yesterday

by the Brookings Institution warns that widening

gaps in higher education between the rich and poor

could lead to a downturn in economic mobility. In

recent years, 11 percent of children from the poorest

families have earned college degrees, compared with

53 percent of children from the top fifth. This graph

shows how people born into the bottom fifth in

the United States have fared in the job market

with or without earning a college degree. The

study does highlight the role a higher education can

have in economic mobility; a person born into a poor

family who graduates from college has a 19 percent

chance of entering the top fifth of earners in

adulthood.

See more featured graphs >
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stuff over time
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Total Democratic Delegates,

March 5

Contributed by Natalie about 20

hours ago
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hours ago

See more data >
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Created by Natalie from
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Created by radrice from Canary
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See more graphs >
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NorCalSal

Northern California Coast to the

California/Nevada Border.
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screenpunk
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Latest graph: Not categorized by
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See more people >
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Japan Service Area 
Uploaded on 24 October 2007

By /\ltus

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 japan, pentax, freehand, sa ...

Sponsored Results

Japan Tour
Save 40% on escorted tours over
independent travel. Book a deal
now. 
www.TourVacationsToGo.com

Japan Tour Travel
Find great deals; Compare prices
Save time and money. 
www.LowFares.com

Japan
Find deals on top destinations.
Search over 120 sites with one
click. 
www.Kayak.com

Going To Japan?
Find Discount Japan Flights From
Low Cost Airlines. Book Now. 
CheapTicketsCanada.com

Japan News From Nikkei
Nikkei delivers the latest japanese
business news and more. 
www.nni.nikkei.co.jp

Japan Vacations
Travelzoo®: Your Guide To The
Top Japan Vacation Deals. 
www.travelzoo.com

Small, Friendly Escorted
Tours of Japan
Adventures in discovering
traditional Japan. 
www.samuraitours.com

J&F Networks - Apartments in
Japan
Realty agents list variety of
information regarding rental
apartments and accommodations
in... 
www.jafnet.co.jp

Search the Web

Also try: tokyo, kyoto, sakura, night
or japanese

JAPAN - Zao Volcano 
Uploaded on 5 May 2007

By BoazImages

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 mountain, lake, green, nature ...

Junko from Japan shabondama style 
Uploaded on 29 June 2006

By shiroibasketshoes

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 park, woman, beautiful, face ...

Mount Fuji, Japan 
Uploaded on 22 April  2007

By Samurai Shiatsu 指圧
See more photos, or visit his profile.

 mountain, snow, japan, fuji ...

Empty train, Japan 
Uploaded on 6 January 2007

By The Other Martin Tenbones

See more photos, or visit The Other Martin Tenbones'

profile.

 japan, train, fisheye, osaka ...

vintage crepe paper bunnies from japan
1940's 
Uploaded on 9 March 2007

By holiday_jenny

See more photos, or visit her profile.

 pink, flowers, blue, rabbit ...

JAPAN 
Uploaded on 23 January 2007

By BoazImages

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 winter, sky, lake, castle ...

Tokyo City View #2 (Japan) 
Uploaded on 21 September 2007

By Pi production

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 voyage, city, travel, blue ...

Japan-Rail-Girl 
Uploaded on 14 September 2006

By Danz in Tokyo

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 leica, people, bw, white ...

japan.yudanaka.021105.fujivelvia100f.r4.27
Uploaded on 30 March 2006

By ommphoto

See more photos, or visit ommphoto's profile.

 japan, nikon, f100, onsen ...

Japan Southern Alps Sunset 
Uploaded on 30 July 2007

By /\ltus

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 sunset, japan, raw, pentax ...

The most sacred place of Japan 
Uploaded on 2 July 2007

By JennyHuang

See more photos, or visit her profile.

 japan, bravo, searchthebest, land ...

Small island in lake Chuzenji, Japan 
Uploaded on 5 April  2007

By Seismic_2000

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 trip, travel, trees, vacation ...

Xian in Japan 
Uploaded on 17 January 2007

By *Solar ikon*

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 portrait, japan, tokyo, agfa ...

Google Japan Vending Machines 
Uploaded on 23 February 2006

By lorenbake

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 japan, google, machines, vending

Japan Abstract 
Uploaded on 30 October 2006

By Steve Le

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 flowers, abstract, japan, graphicart ...

How should I write "I love Japan"? 
Uploaded on 1 April  2006

By ALT123

See more photos, or visit ALT123's profile.

 girl, japan, handicraft, toy ...

Street life,Tokyo, Japan, June 2007. 
Uploaded on 29 June 2007

By James Horan Shoots People

See more photos, or visit James Horan Shoots

People's profile.

 street, city, people, japan ...

Starbucks in Japan 
Uploaded on 21 November 2005

By heavylift

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 street, city, coffee, japan ...

Mt. Fuji, Japan 
Uploaded on 3 May 2007

By chuha

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 snow, japan, volcano, hiking ...

Red Fox eyeballing - Hokkaido, Japan 
Uploaded on 30 April  2006

By CarmoPolice

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 snow, cold, nature, animals ...

Expedition to Japan 2006 (Day 5) : The
Man who sold the World 
Uploaded on 2 November 2006

By *Kit*

See more photos, or visit her profile.

 leica, japan, faces, kodak ...

Darth Vader getting schooled about
Japan's keitai culture 
Uploaded on 13 August 2005

By chriskk

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 cute, japan, tokyo, starwars ...

Japan Truckstop 
Uploaded on 13 September 2007

By /\ltus

See more photos, or visit his profile.

 japan, pentax, truckstop, rv ...
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 !Test for Forms 1 !me! Feb 18!

OLDER

 !Hewlett Proposal Outline Draft Published !me, !Bmanchester, Davids, Pbuffington, Rubenrp 12/14/07!me

 !Hewlett Proposal Outline !me! 12/14/07!me

 !Copy of Untitled !me! 12/14/07!me

 !Safari Sheet 1 !me! 12/3/07!

 !This is a test of Google Docs - seem ... !me! 12/3/07!me
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Samuel Taylor Coleridge
March 3rd, 2008

I was privileged to read several lyrics by Coleridge this past Thursday as

part of the University of Mary Washington’s venerable “Thursday Poems”

series. The idea is simple: gather on Thursday afternoon to hear someone

read thirty minutes worth of poetry. No lectures, minimal commentary,

mostly just great verse. My colleague and mentor Bill Kemp (of Kemp

Symposium fame) started the series several years ago. For my money, it

was a great accomplishment. My colleague (and fellow music- and poetry-

lover) Eric Lorentzen has kept the tradition going with panache, and with

deep devotion.

Coleridge’s poetry can be difficult to read, and certainly difficult to take in

on one listen. I’m not sure how intelligible I make it in my reading here. I

gave it my best shot, aiming for a climax with “Kubla Khan,” one of my

favorite lyric poems, and then a graceful close with the beautiful “Frost At

Midnight,” also a favorite of long standing.

I got through “Kubla Khan,” only a little disappointed by the fact that my

timing was off and I didn’t have the minutes I needed to read the prose at

the beginning of the poem, a story of a forgotten dream that I’m convinced

is an utter fiction, indeed part of the poem itself. But never mind: “Kubla

Khan” does just fine in its traditional form, and I had a great time reading

it. Then I turned to “Frost At Midnight”–and encountered a huge surprise.

I had not read that poem aloud in public for decades, probably not since I

was an undergraduate. I’d read it to myself many times since, and of course

had read bits of it aloud here and there when I taught it, but not the whole

thing, aloud, in public. As I read, I found the pent-up yearning inside the

poet as he recalls his lonely boyhood got more and more intense inside my

own spirit. The poet thinks of the longing he felt as he watched that film

of ash on the grate, the fluttering “stranger” that portended a visit from …

someone, and as I read the lines I felt something welling up inside me,

too–an expectancy, a grief, an overwhelming hopefulness.

The scene in his memory ends The poet turns to look at his child who is

lying in the cradle at his side. “Dear Babe,” the section begins. And as I

read those two small words, I was overcome. I struggled through the rest

of the lyric, unwilling to let it stop, and at times unable to keep it going.

I’ve decided to podcast the reading pretty much as it happened. You’ll hear

a long pause at one point, and you’ll hear the evident emotion as I try to

continue. I do make it to the end.

I worried a little about the people in the room, that they would think

something was wrong with me, or my family, or otherwise. But there was

nothing wrong. There was simply beauty, and love, all the way through. My

thanks to STC for giving us this wonderful gift, this poem called “Frost At

Midnight.”

I’ve turned off comments on this post. If you enjoyed the reading, please

go read some Coleridge for yourself. There’s more where this came from.

And may all seasons be sweet to thee.

 

  Lyrics by Coleridge, read by Gardner Campbell [31:52m]: Hide Player |

Play in Popup | 
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I Shook Hands With William F. Buckley, Jr.
March 1st, 2008

WFB in 1984, about six years after I met him. Photo from NY Times story

here.

Strange but true: I shook this man’s hand. It’s strange because I never

enjoyed the two or three episodes of “Firing Line” I watched when I was a

high school debater and eager to learn more about the dark arts of

competitive argumentation. I didn’t like the snark (I can do snark, I

understand snark, I do not like snark). I didn’t like the shouting and

posturing. I didn’t like the predictability of the side-taking and the uber-

partisan politics. I didn’t like the way WFB’s voice seemed to come out of

his mouth and his nose simultaneously. And at that time in my life,

anything remotely resembling patrician would get my hillbilly blood

boiling. (I’m still not real big on patrician, but I don’t tar all patricians with

the same broad brush anymore.)

But it came to pass during my junior or senior year at Wake Forest

University–I forget which–that William F. Buckley, Jr. was invited to speak on

campus. For reasons I no longer remember, but probably related to my

work at Wake’s NPR station WFDD-FM, I ended up backstage with Buckley

in the green room before he gave his talk. I shook his hand and exchanged

pleasantries as best I could given my age and my mixed feelings about the

encounter. Standing before him, I found that Buckley had a great deal of

presence in person, though unusually so: it wasn’t a matter of physical size

or charisma or extraversion so much as it was a matter of still intensity and

a preternatural alertness. He seemed to me to be completely undistracted.

That I was the person in his visual field was both unnerving and weirdly

compelling, as he was completely undistracted from me, when there was no

earthly reason he should be paying anything but cursory, polite attention to

a 20-year-old college kid who had no clear reason for being in the room

with him at all.

I’ve often noted how distractable many folks are in conversation. Their

attention will wander, and their eyes will follow, and for some reason it

doesn’t matter that the thread is lost. Most of the time these folks don’t

even notice their attention has wandered, which of course suggests their

attention has wandered long before any explicit sign of the wandering

appeared. But Buckley had none of those signs of distraction. Quite the

contrary. As soon as we had finished our how-do-you-do’s, he began

asking me direct, warm questions about who I was and what I did at WFU. I

answered him. He asked more questions, not to interrogate me, but

certainly not as a matter of small talk either. I was shocked to get the

strong feeling from him that he actually cared about my responses and was

learning from them. I found this a little confusing, but also bracing. I

mentioned that I worked at the campus NPR affiliate. He asked me how I

liked that, what I thought about NPR, what programming I enjoyed most,

what my particular role at the radio station was, and so forth. There wasn’t

a whiff of condescension in his manner or his questions.

We couldn’t have talked for more than ten minutes, if that. I never saw him

again in person. I didn’t follow his career, and I haven’t read his books–

though one day I may–and I didn’t watch “Firing Line” with any more

frequency or enjoyment than I had before. Nevertheless, in the years that

have followed I have often thought of that brief conversation, and how rare

it is to be able to feel any authenticity of encounter in such a situation, and

how great it was when I did feel it that evening. I think what I felt a little of

in that moment was not only Buckley’s intelligence but also his talent for

friendship, a talent that many have testified to in the stories I’ve read since

his death last week. That’s why I may yet read his books, whether or not I

agree with any of his political points. In that moment, he not only put me

completely at my ease, he taught me that I must never lose faith in the

possibility of authentic conversation, no matter how exotic or odd the

encounter.
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Arcing across the gap
February 27th, 2008

I’m too tired tonight to do any justice at all to this story, but I would like

to note it and perhaps return to it another time.

Today in the 11:00 section of my Introduction to Literary Studies class the

discussion was particularly rich and intense. At one point I was asking one

student a series of questions about some of her own cognitive states as

she was grappling with the indirection of parts of the discussion.  As I was

trying to weave her own answers into the responses other students were

offering to related questions, suddenly yet another student, two rows back,

made a quick joke about “author-function,” recalling our discussion of

Foucault. In that instant, I could see that the student two rows back had

made a huge cognitive leap. It was quite a thrill to witness. The joke was

an aside, not a formal contribution to the argument, but it was catalytic

and breathtaking. In that moment, the student had realized that for critics

of identity, our sense of self is the same as an “author-function.” Foucault

had said as much earlier, but it was in the midst of a dense explication of

his point. Judith Butler had argued something similar. Said resisted

Foucault’s argument at the point of identity and agency. Long story short:

the student’s quick joke made several connections in several directions all

at once, and launched the class into an even higher plane than it had been

before. It was, for me, a moment of high cognitive drama to watch her find

that idea. And the class discussion that followed fed on that moment

wonderfully.

I’d like to analyze the moment and the events leading up to it in more

detail. For now, I suppose what sticks with me is how right until the

moment of “Bingo!” things felt to me tentative, uncertain. I had a feeling of

“better get back on track.” I put the feeling aside for a little longer than I

was entirely comfortable with. That’s not always a successful strategy.

Sometimes stirring the pot keeps it from boiling. Today, though, we got to

an understanding of certain kinds of arguments about identity that I don’t

think we’d have gotten to if I’d been more systematic. Hard to say.

I do know that at one point I said, “There’s thinking going on in this

class!”  For so there was, and it was very exciting to be in it.
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Wild day
February 26th, 2008

We finished the McLuhan video in New Media Studies today, and the

students learned that MM had children (six, in fact) with a very charming

and intelligent wife who both marveled at her husband and waxed rueful

about his idiosyncracies. We learned that his son could not convince MM

that in fact Brasilia was now the capital of Brazil. This TV special, hosted by

Tom Wolfe, is quite the ride. Highly recommended for anyone with any

interest in McLuhan. At this point, I’m going out on a limb and suggesting

that nearly everyone should have some interest in McLuhan. I can’t believe

that it’s been less than a year since I read him for the first time. So many

gaps, so little time. Yet desire still cries, give me some more to read.

(Secret handshake there for “Astrophel and Stella” lovers.)

Rock/Soul/Prog was a mixed bag today. Some folks are not yet on the bus.

I know I shouldn’t worry so much; I know all will be well, and not all is up

to me. Yet I also know that there’s energy, passion, commitment to burn in

these students, and I know they and we will need it for the work now and

the work ahead. I think last term’s class learned that a little later than was

optimum, and I think there were some regrets. Every narrative has its own

arc, and hope springs eternal–Thursday is another day….

I was shocked when two students from my Intro. to Literary Studies class

brought me flowers. They said they were being nice to their teachers today.

I confess: I melted. Am I weak, uncritical, unskeptical? Posterity will judge.

The flowers are lovely and I was touched. I’ve tried hard this time to be as

imaginative about the symbolism assignment as I can be. Perhaps the ideas

of resonance I’m working on and with have helped push the effort a little

farther along. Hard to say. So hard to get readers to pay attention to the

texture and conceptual-tactile joys of language. Maybe it was the Twilight

Zone episode that helped. “Walking Distance”–the carousel as symbol–try it

at home and report back. What resonates?

Then at last to an orchestra rehearsal. I have a voice-over narration part in

one of the pieces commissioned to celebrate Mary Washington’s

Centennial. We were rehearsing in the band room tonight. It’s a small room,

and the orchestra filled it. I stood next to the conductor. To my right, a

young cello player drew dark-toned beauty from her instrument. Ahead, I

could see the winds, and I focused on the flutes and bassoons, the two

wind instruments I played back in the day. To my left, the violins. Back and

to my right, the brass. A harp, a full percussion ensemble, a score spread

on the conductor’s desk, a baton dividing time in the air. A room full of

timbre, vibrato, popping articulation, melisma. I was taken back to those

many late nights I spent rehearsing in my high school bands, in the

Roanoke Youth Symphony, in my college’s wind ensemble and orchestra, to

that huge sound that took me out of myself and into a much larger arena

of being. I wish everyone who loves music could hear a performance from

the middle of the orchestra. Surrounded by that sound, one cannot think of

power as a merely cultural phenomenon….
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“Our Cells, Ourselves”
February 24th, 2008

Today’s Washington Post features an unusually fine article from Joel

Garreau (registration required) concerning the ways in which cellphones

have changed, and continue to transform, our lives as a species on this

planet. Twenty-five years of cellphone technology have brought us to the

point that Google CEO Eric Schmidt can say, “Eventually there will be more

cellphone users than people who read and write. I think if you get that

right, then everything else becomes obvious.”

The article is full of insightful quotations and balanced judgment. There are

the expected laments for lost privacy, for intrusive conversations in public

spaces, but they’re contextualized in a much larger and more thoughtful

analysis than I usually see. I’m especially impressed with the way in which

Garreau has understood the intimacy of human contact represented and

enabled by cellphones.

No educator can afford to overlook or downplay the ways in which

cellphones are changing civilization on personal and global scales. It’s hard

to imagine a technology in which microcosm and macrocosm are so tightly

linked. We should have better ways inside the academy to think about these

changes with our students, and to create within the possibilities these

technologies afford us.

Here’s the way the article ends:

[Robert] Wright muses about adults in this new world: “An

organism only gets to new levels occasionally. I wonder, has it

ever seemed to any other generation that this is just a different

world than the one you knew in adolescence?”

This is not the hyperbole of a techno-utopian, though some may say that

“new levels” is too optimistic. The extent and character of the change,

however, should not be in doubt.
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A red-letter day
February 23rd, 2008

Northern Voice 2008 comes to a jubilant end. (Maybe I’ll be lucky enough

to get there next time-please, please, please.)

Barbara Ganley decides ’tis not to late to seek craft a better world.

In “The Medium is the Message,” Marshall McLuhan writes, “The serious

artist is the only person able to encounter technology with impunity, just

because he is an expert aware of the changes in sense perception.”

This gathering of inspired and serious artists, this serious artist of the

blogosphere and beyond making her own way through her vocation: oh

brave real school, that has such people in it! (and never mind Prospero’s

cynicism). Tonight I hope I will see and hear them in my dreams.
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Mistakes as portals
February 21st, 2008

The Intro. to New Media Studies class today was pretty explosive. I had

assigned excerpts in The New Media Reader from McLuhan’s Gutenberg

Galaxy and The Medium is the Message. I was up this morning about 5,

reading some insightful and tremendously inspiring blog posts from the

class. A couple of the posts were especially provocative, hortatory, probing.

As it turns out, there was one highly engaged post I couldn’t understand

fully. On the way in to school, I puzzled over what had led the student to

make what I was fairly certain, but not altogether sure, was a mistaken

identification of one of McLuhan’s references. I concluded that McLuhan’s

reference to Coleridge must have been the thing the student couldn’t quite

pinpoint. As I considered what I thought to be the mistake and a probable

cause, it occurred to me that the mistake actually pointed to a deep and

important connection that I should consider more carefully than I had. In

other words, what I thought to be the student’s mistake, and my own

attempts to diagnose its cause, stimulated my thinking in some very

fruitful ways, to the point that I couldn’t wait to get the conversation

started.

When I got to class, I asked the student for clarification, and as soon as the

student realized the mistake, the student became embarrassed. I was

dismayed by the embarrassment and tried to tell the student how thought-

provoking and rewarding I had found the experience of grappling with the

question of whether a mistake had been made and if so, how. The student

replied with more embarrassment. In my ardent attempts to frame the

mistake as a portal, I finally blurted out, “Penicillin was a mistake!” and

then carried on with some reflections on how we must trust each other

with our mistakes. We must be willing to open our minds to each other as

we learn, and endure our mistakes, and be alert to the possibilities of

learning that mistakes can reveal or even inadvertently stimulate. I said to

myself how terrible it was that schooling had kept mistakes from being

turned into opportunities while the learning was taking place. What

messages have the designs of schooling sent to me, and to my students,

when the rightful desires for accuracy and precision become massive

inhibitions that block the revelations that are one or two steps away?

I hope the penicillin story was helpful. I followed it up with one of my

favorite aphorisms, from Pasteur: “chance favors the prepared mind.” I

thought again how vital trust is for any community, but especially a

community of learning. I hoped against hope that the student understood

how grateful I was for a risk, a mistake, and an opportunity for deeper

engagement with the essay.

We’ll see.

EDIT: Re-reading this post, I see I left out one of the more interesting

small ironies: I was mistaken about what had caused the student’s mistake.

It wasn’t the Coleridge reference, it was confusion over the name Adam

Smith. But behold another portal! My search for a plausible error-diagnosis

led me astray in terms of the student’s mistake, but led me on quite

effectively to focus my attention on a passage I’d not yet fully mined.

There’s some elasticity of inquiry here, as well as a willingness to be

entertained and instructed by one’s own great big floppy clown shoes. I’m

working on loving my clown shoes and following where they lead, when I

have the patience and grace for it.
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The computer is a metamedium
February 19th, 2008

So write Alan Kay and Adele Goldberg.

Corollaries:

An introduction to New Media Studies is a metacourse.

The third pitch we throw had better be a metapitch.

The metalevel is the most generative level, the most frustratingly inexact

level, the most emergent level, the level where experts and beginners can

have interesting meetings. It can be a wide-eyed level, an untethered level,

a level where imposters run amok by asking pseudo-profound questions.

But each level has its irresponsible party-crashers. The levels below the

metalevel have their own versions of irresponsibility, not least the droning

mediocrity of lockstep apparatchiks.

I always thought the metalevel was where professors lived. Sometimes we

do, I suppose. Other times it seems the level that professors protect for

ourselves or our disciplines. Still other times it seems the place that

“theory” pretends to go while always already stopping one step short. And

finally, it seems the place that goes away in the press of academic

production day-by-day. Articles must be written, courses must be

managed, service must be done: who has time for the metalevel? And isn’t

there something terribly unsophisticated about anyone getting excited

about the metalevel? Self-awareness is more useful for sophisticated self-

congratulation than for readiness to go out onto that unknown plain with

the Red Crosse Knight, Una, the dwarf, and the donkey.

I want to extend the metaphor, but that will need to wait for tomorrow.
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Quick reflections
February 18th, 2008

A too-brief follow-on to the previous post:

» I would much rather see learning objects in a container like David

Wiley’s course than in any CMS (I refuse to call them LMS’s–just my

little gesture of protest) I’ve ever seen, for all the reasons everyone’s

pointed out.

» That said, I am still not enthusiastic about the “content” and “resources”

I’m seeing here. I wish I were more excited. Four years ago I probably

would have been. And yes, I understand that incrementalism is valuable,

and that taken together the elements here constitute a significant

advance. I suppose I’m wishing the steps had been taken in a different

direction.

» I see that the course feeds out. But what feeds in to this course?

» Honestly, for resources that simply feed out, I’d much rather listen to a

podcast of a really good lecture, or even a YouTube video of a great

presentation, than see a set of links or an outline of a lesson. The links

and the lesson are valuable, too, and I’d much rather see them exposed

like this than sitting behind a Blackweb wall. But it’s the human context

that I want to see, hear, experience.

» Maybe it’s the word “content” that gets me restive. I want to see

content that’s more responsive to the medium. And I don’t think that

such content necessarily replaces books, or essays, or any of the things

we experience in schooling now. I think the digital medium, and the

digital imagination, moves us off default positions and into a much

more intelligent place from which to choose and craft the experiences

we want to lead our students through–and to equip them to choose and

craft those experiences for themselves. (Both are necessary, in my view–

but I’ve written about my concerns about a completely learner-centered

paradigm before.)

» As I understand it, learning objects did not really catch on for precisely

this reason: a resource without a rich context is difficult to adopt, and

not terribly attractive to a faculty member who rightly or wrongly

believes that she or he is being paid to develop materials reflecting her

or his own expertise and judgment.

Most of all:

I’m still finding my way with all this stuff myself. But I have a strong sense

that we need to get to Alan Kay’s vision of the computer as an instrument

whose music is ideas, and I don’t see this paradigm getting us closer. I

could be wrong. Help me understand! It pains me to think that any part of

the conversation would turn bitter.
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An open container is not an open experience
February 17th, 2008

I confess that I’m not feeling it yet, this heightened buzz about

republishing/remixing content. To some extent, this looks like the second

coming of learning objects, which is fine so far as it goes, but it doesn’t go

nearly far enough. To be honest, I was a bit underwhelmed by David Wiley’s

course site. (I say this with fear and trembling, as I’ve learned to take very,

very seriously what Brian and Jim and Chris and others in this community

get excited about.) It’s a spiffy site, to be sure, and the syndication is a

huge plus, but the biggest challenges I face as a teacher are not about

content or even content management. My biggest challenges are about

inspiring learners, raising their consciousness about what they’re doing as

learners and (especially) as a community of learners, enticing them to

expose their own learning processes to each other and to me so that magic

recursion takes place in which the mind of the class, exposed to the class,

becomes part of the class and takes them to the next level. My challenge is

to get to real school in which the administrative parts are all means to an

end and are never, ever be confused with the course’s larger goals. I

suppose that means I’m not likely to have a link that says “download this

course” on any of my online materials, even though they’re open to the

world. Though I do see how these materials can be helpfully repurposed, I

don’t think we’re looking at the deeper opportunities online learning

communities and the expression thereof can bring us.

What I’m seeing so far looks sometimes like open lesson plans, sometimes

like open link farms, sometimes like open syllabi, sometimes like an

outline for a textbook. Where’s the commenting, the student feeds back

into the main feed, etc.? Where’s the recursion? Maybe I’m missing

something here. I’ll look again. But so far, what I see isn’t blogging (not

narrative or provisional enough, not enough of what Bakhtin terms

“addressivity”) and it isn’t the mind of the classroom made visible and part

of the meta-stream. And without the context of the advanced learner–the

teacher–as he or she moves through the shared experience of the course,

it’s just not all that interesting to me. When I click on “Using This Course,”

what I see is “here’s how to get the materials” and “dive into the Syllabus.”

When I dive into the blogging assignment, I see the blogging assignment

and the resources, and these are great, but where are the links to the

student blogs created as part of the assignment? Where do the students go

to see their work entering the datastream of the course? Every course uses

prepared resources and generates a datastream during the experience of

the course of study, and I’m interested in ways in which the experiences of

the prepared resources and the generated resources become symbiotic and

mutually augmented.

In his comment on Chris’s first, more skeptical post, Brian Lamb argues

there is something genuinely new here:

if there were examples of blog-based courses that were

structured so clearly, in a format that will be immediately

grasped by even the most mainstream audiences, I wish more

people would have linked to them…

My own skepticism goes like this: the clarity of structure means that it isn’t

really “blog-based,” and the format that can be immediately grasped can

be immediately grasped because it looks like a more creative and pretty

and easily-republishable version of what we’re already doing in an CMS like

Blackweb. In some ways, it’s like RSS feeds for Powerpoint slides, except in

this case they’re pages or posts in WordPress. That’s not nothing, and I’m

sure happy for things like Slideshare, but they’re incremental gains at best,

and don’t do much to rethink the activity of publishing the process and

materials of learning as experiences and not as containers.

Trying to keep an open mind here….
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CogDog rocks again
February 16th, 2008

Catching up on my back blog reading, when what to my wondering eyes

should appear than this magnum opus from Alan Levine. What’s one level

up from alpha dog? Whatever it is, he is it.

For anyone who wants a thorough and wonderfully graded approach to

customizing WordPress, look no farther. Alan’s come up with some gems

lately, but this one combines all his strengths: storytelling,

experimentation, encouragement, and sheer smarts. I’m overdue for a WP

upgrade–and I need to fix that silly footer-spam issue so I can get my

flickr badge back–but I’m going to study Alan’s post long and hard for

ideas and inspiration as I work on Gardner Writes.

Did I ever tell you about the first time I saw Alan at a conference? New

Orleans, 2005, ELI Annual Meeting. A truly fateful meeting for me, as it was

also the first time I saw Croquet, the first time I took a team from UMW to

an ELI/NLII meeting, and the first time I did live blogging from an ELI

conference. I heard John Bransford at that meeting. It was Diana Oblinger’s

first annual meeting as the new Director of ELI. Martha did a poster

presentation on bots and intelligent agents, getting that gig after her

wonderful participation in the Cyberealspace experience at EDUCAUSE

2004.

And where was Alan? In Phoenix, of course. But also at the conference, by

way of webcam hookup, gloriously on display during the Horizon 5 minutes

of Fame event. (I miss those.) Little did I know that this guy would play

such an enormous role in my own development. It’s been three years since,

and only two years since we finally met face-to-face at ELI, San Diego,

2006 Annual Meeting–but Alan’s the kind of teacher who can put thirty

years years of education into three years of friendship and collegiality.

So I figure I’m embarrassing the CogDog right now, but them’s the breaks:

when you’re doing the kind of work he’s doing, you’ve got to expect some

fanboys.

Thanks, Alan. I’ve got a lot more to learn. I couldn’t ask for a better

teacher.
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The Art of Software Modeling
February 15th, 2008

The book arrived from ILL today. (Carla Bailey, Queen of ILL, comes

through once again. Please do not hire her away from us.) I ran across the

title in a Google Book search on “cognitive resonance.” I’m starting more or

less from a dead start here, but from a quick read of the first chapter the

book looks quite promising: education, intuition, experience, and reason

are the four pillars of a theory of abstraction, learning, and communication

author Ben Lieberman builds up from the beginning. Art and modeling are

coming up in chapter two. I love the synthesis, the eclecticism, the

boldness with which this writer moves through disparate fields to pull

together a book that seems to be about software, but at a deeper level

promises to be a treatise on human understanding.

More as I move along.  Here in the meantime is the summary printed in the

book:

Modeling complex systems is a difficult challenge and all too

often one in which modelers are left to their own devices. Using

a multidisciplinary approach, The Art of Software Modeling

covers theory, practice, and presentation in detail. It focuses on

the importance of model creation and demonstrates how to

create meaningful models. Presenting three self-contained

sections, the text examines the background of modeling and

frameworks for organizing information. It identifies techniques

for researching and capturing client and system information and

addresses the challenges of presenting models to specific

audiences. Using concepts from art theory and aesthetics, this

broad-based approach encompasses software practices,

cognitive science, and information presentation. The book also

looks at perception and cognition of diagrams, view

composition, color theory, and presentation techniques.

Providing practical methods for investigating and organizing

complex information, The Art of Software Modeling

demonstrates the effective use of modeling techniques to

improve the development process and establish a functional,

useful, and maintainable software system.
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Wave function collapse
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In certain interpretations of quantum mechanics, wave function collapse is one of two processes by which quantum systems apparently

evolve according to the laws of quantum mechanics. It is also called collapse of the state vector or reduction of the wave packet. The reality of

wave function collapse has always been debated, i.e., whether it is a fundamental physical phenomenon in its own right (which may yet emerge

from a theory of everything) or just an epiphenomenon of another process, such as quantum decoherence. In recent decades the quantum

decoherence view has gained popularity.
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Outline

The state or wave function of physical system, at some time, can be expressed in Dirac or bra-ket notation as:

where the s specify the different quantum "alternatives" available (technically, they form an orthonormal eigenvector basis which implies 

). An observable or measurable parameter of the system is associated with each eigenbasis, with each quantum alternative

having a specific value or eigenvalue, ei, of the observable.

The  are the probability amplitude coefficients, which are complex numbers. For simplicity we shall assume that our wave

function is normalised: , which implies that

.

With these definitions it is easy to describe the process of collapse:

When an external agency measures the observable associated with the eigenbasis then the state of the wave function changes from  to

just one of the s with Born probability | !i | 
2. This is called collapse because all the other terms in the expansion of the wave function have

vanished or collapsed into nothing.

If a more general measurement is made to detect if the system is in a state  then the system makes a "jump" or quantum leap from the

original state  to the final state  with probability of . Quantum leaps and wave function collapse are therefore opposite sides

of the same coin.

History and context

By the time John von Neumann wrote his famous treatise Mathematische Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik in 1932[1], the phenomenon of

"wave function collapse" was accommodated into the mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics by postulating that there were two

processes of wave function change:

1. The probabilistic, non-unitary, non-local, discontinuous change brought about by observation and measurement, as outlined above.

2. The deterministic, unitary, continuous time evolution of an isolated system that obeys Schrödinger's equation (or nowadays some

relativistic, local equivalent).

In general, quantum systems exist in superpositions of those basis states that most closely correspond to classical descriptions, and -- when

not being measured or observed, evolve according to the time dependent Schrödinger equation, relativistic quantum field theory or some form

of quantum gravity or string theory, which is process (2) mentioned above. However, when the wave function collapses -- process (1) -- from

an observer's perspective the state seems to "leap" or "jump" to just one of the basis states and uniquely acquire the value of the property

being measured, ei, that is associated with that particular basis state. After the collapse, the system begins to evolve again according to the

Schrödinger equation or some equivalent wave equation.

Hence, in experiments such as the double-slit experiment each individual photon arrives at a discrete point on the screen, but as more and

more photons are accumulated, they form an interference pattern overall.

The existence of the wave function collapse is required in

the Copenhagen interpretation

the so-called transactional interpretation

in a "spiritual interpretation" in which consciousness causes collapse.

On the other hand, the collapse is considered as redundant or just an optional approximation in

interpretations based on consistent histories

the many-worlds interpretation

the Bohm interpretation

the Ensemble Interpretation

The cluster of phenomena described by the expression wave function collapse is a fundamental problem in the interpretation of quantum

mechanics known as the measurement problem. The problem is not really confronted by the Copenhagen interpretation which simply postulates

that this is a special characteristic of the "measurement" process. The Everett many-worlds interpretation deals with it by discarding the

collapse-process, thus reformulating the relation between measurement apparatus and system in such a way that the linear laws of quantum

mechanics are universally valid, that is, the only process according to which a quantum system evolves is governed by the Schrödinger

equation or some relativistic equivalent. Often tied in with the many-worlds interpretation, but not limited to it, is the physical process of

decoherence, which causes an apparent collapse. Decoherence is also important for the interpretation based on Consistent Histories.

Note that a general description of the evolution of quantum mechanical systems is possible by using density operators and quantum operations.

In this formalism (which is closely related to the C*-algebraic formalism) the collapse of the wave function corresponds to a non-unitary

quantum operation.

Note also that the physical significance ascribed to the wave function varies from interpretation to interpretation, and even within an

interpretation, such as the Copenhagen Interpretation. If the wave function merely encodes an observer's knowledge of the universe then the

wave function collapse corresponds to the receipt of new information -- this is somewhat analogous to the situation in classical physics, except

that the classical "wave function" does not necessarily obey a wave equation. If the wave function is physically real, in some sense and to

some extent, then the collapse of the wave function is also seen as a real process, to the same extent. One of the paradoxes of quantum

theory is that wave function seems to be more than just information (otherwise interference effects are hard to explain) and often less than real,

since the collapse seems to take place faster-than-light and triggered by observers.

Notes

1. ^ "the “collapse” or “reduction” of the wave function. This was introduced by Heisenberg in his uncertainty paper [3] and later postulated

by von Neumann as a dynamical process independent of the Schrodinger equation"Kiefer, C. On the interpretation of quantum theory –
from Copenhagen to the present day

See also

Arrow of time

Interpretation of quantum mechanics

Quantum decoherence

Quantum interference
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BryanAlexander Working on games from liberal arts campuses,
while feeling the temp rise to 30 F. 28 minutes ago from web  

rubenrp Talking later today about Web 2.0 as conversations at
Williams College - Twitter to be prominently featured about 2 hours

ago from web  

kcreamer Prepping for outreach presentation to our continuing
studies department chairs. about 2 hours ago from twhirl  

MiekS even binnen kijken bij ministerie LNV, waar ik al 5,5 jaar
naast werk, maar nooit binnen was geweest, nu wel door lunchen
met @davied:-) about 3 hours ago from web   

berniedodge Just back from dinner at Quark's Bar in the Star Trek
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cogdog If you are at Drupalcon, say hello to my friend Colen
Wilson, who built the insides of Maricopa Learning eXchange. Hes
goin' Drupal about 8 hours ago from web  

dtd Deep editing required tonight & tomorrow. I'll have to try to
ignore Twitter. about 11 hours ago from web  
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http://tinyurl.com/2qbnh8 about 16 hours ago from Twitter Tools  

brlamb Sorry about the quality of Ustream all... I was too into it to
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ASAP... about 16 hours ago from web  

cogdog gonna wait for @GardnerCampbell ' s preso on DVD;
ustream not cranking it today about 17 hours ago from web  

cogdog they killed the UBC ustream about 17 hours ago from web 

brlamb Gardner Campbell http://www.ustream.tv/chann... about 18

hours ago from web  

pumpkiny @gardnercampbell Go, Gardner Go! :-) about 18 hours

ago from web in reply to GardnerCampbell  

cogdog doh read down the tweets, got it about 18 hours ago from web

 

cogdog @brlamb URL? about 18 hours ago from web in reply to brlamb

 

brlamb @cogdog - no, I wanted to get permission of the people we
contracted to record our session before doing my own streaming.
We're good. about 18 hours ago from web in reply to cogdog  
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Educational Gaming



Formal Definition of Play (Salen & Zimmerman)

“Play is free movement within a 
more rigid structure.”





Formal Definition of Game (Salen & Zimmerman)

“A game is a system in which 
players engage in an artificial 
conflict, defined by rules, that 
results in a quantifiable 
outcome.”
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Active Learning

Gamers Learn From:

1. Doing and reflecting critically



Symbolic Systems

2. Appreciating good design and its principles

3. Seeing interrelations within and across symbolic systems

4. Mastering game symbolic systems

5. Relating the game world to other worlds



Worlds and Identities

6. Taking risks in a space with reduced consequences

7. Committing to participating in a compelling virtual world

8. Assuming multiple identities in and across worlds



Development of Capabilities

9. Observing the evolution of their own capabilities

10. Getting more out than they put in

11. Being rewarded for achievement at every level of expertise

12. Extensive practice in a rewarding context

13. Learning new skills at each level of expertise

14. Operating at the outer edge of their capabilities at each level of expertise



Experiential Learning

15. Interacting experimentally with the game world

16. Finding multiple approaches to a solution

17. Discovering meaning from experience

18. Understanding texts experientially and contextually

19. Understanding the interconnections among texts that define them as a 
family

20. Constructing meaning from the intersection of multiple media

21. Understanding how information and knowledge are stored in the game 
environment

22. Leveraging intuitive and tacit knowledge



Developing Skills

23. Practicing in simplified game subdomains

24. Tackling later problems via generalizations of earlier ones

25. Seeing early on concentrated samples of generalizable skill sets

26. Acquiring basic skills that apply to a range of games

27. Receiving information on-demand and just-in-time

28. Experimenting with only a minimum of explicit instruction

29. Transferring, modifying, and adapting earlier learning to later problems



Cultural Models

30. Reflecting safely about their cultural models and assumptions about the 
world

31. Reflecting safely about their cultural models and assumptions about their 
learning processes

32. Reflecting safely about their cultural models and assumptions about the 
workings of a symbolic domain

33. Searching for knowledge in all aspects of the game, in themselves, and in 
their interaction with the game



Community

34. Sharing their knowledge with other players

35. Forming a distinct community via shared interests in the gaming world

36. Teaching others and modifying the game experience



Effectiveness of Games in Education
(Mayo 2009)

introductory physics by 108%. One could certainly
argue that games are about themost interactive type
of content that exists today. If video games are valid
pedagogical delivery vehicles and they reach many
more people than lectures, why dowe not see video
games adopted as the learning vehicle of choice?
Cultural adoption lag exists, but we also face
challenges of quantity, quality, and sustainability.

Quantity
It is often assumed that games with academic con-
tent are inherently uninteresting. Yet, 4 million
children voluntarily play math-and-science–based
exploration games on Whyville.net (7). In my
opinion, most academically developed games
suffer from infrastructural challenges rather than
content challenges, with respect to mass adoption.

Examples include the lack of any distribution
mechanism for the product, the lack of product
discoverability, the prohibitive expense of content
creation, the dearth ofmeaningful assessment (and
therefore of consumer confidence in the product),
and the lack of sustainable business models.

The first infrastructural challenge is the lack of
any mechanism for distribution, sales, or market-
ing.Grantswill not pay for these essential business
functions that are required to reach audiences in
the millions. Instead, academic games are often
relegated to the office shelf or personalWeb site of
their creator as soon as the grant is over. One way
around this dilemma is for a third entity—for ex-
ample, a not-for-profit organization—to take on
the business activities in exchange for intellectual
property rights from the content creator.

Regarding the challenge of discoverability, aca-
demic game producers often use the Web as their
distribution mechanism. However, three-dimensional
(3D) content is not discoverable by search engines,
which read text and text-based tags. For someone
interested in capacitors, for example,Google cannot
discover a virtual 3D capacitor in the middle of a
game about electronics. Therefore, a key need in
the area of 3D immersive games is the institution
of a standardized metadata tagging system that
allows users to locate appropriate 3D content with
the use of common search engines. For the visually
impaired who “see” 3D content only via voiced
expression of tags, this tagging system is crucial. At
present, there are multiple inconsistent tagging sys-
tems in use by specialized communities, but most
games embed none of these.

Expense is also an important factor.User-created
2D content floods the Web. We can imagine a fu-
ture in which the same is true of 3D content, and
this richness of content could spur a concurrent,
expanding user base of 3D games, large and small.
However, the reason that 2D content is so cheap
and easy to generate is the fact that almost all of it
can be easily repurposed: copied, pasted, andmoved
from one application, document, clip-art bank, or
Web site to another. In contrast, 3D content has no
standard file format and thus has a limited ability
to repurpose content between applications. Moving
to a common file format for 3D objects—Collada
and/orX3D (32, 33)—would greatly reduce graphics
development costs, moving high-quality video
game creation into the academic/home-user price
range.

Quality
The ability to distinguish between a high- and low-
quality product will be essential to the growth and
credibility of game-based learning as a field. How-
ever, the first step in delivering quality is to be able
to measure it. Assessment data are notoriously ex-
pensive to obtain, typically costing as much to de-
velop as the original game. Few funders are willing
to bear this double cost. To address this issue, the
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation (34) has
begun investigating the possibility of creating a soft-
ware infrastructure to automate certain assessment
tasks, thereby standardizing assessment across dif-
ferent games, lowering the cost of assessment per
game, and making it more likely that researchers
and funders will engage in assessment activities.
Automated assessment is surprisingly advanced in
certain areas: For example, automated essay grad-
ing is now nearly identical to human essay grading
(35, 36).

Games may also extend assessment into new
areas. Whereas we say that we value 21st-century
skills such as problem solving, teamwork, commu-
nication, and leadership, these essential traits are
nowhere to be found on a modern transcript. An
attractive dimension of game-based assessment is
the potential to track sequences of user actions and
communications, then map these onto higher-order

Fig. 3. Protein-sized drone flying over macrophage surface in Immune Attack (9). The player is
required to call neutrophils by using the drone’s ray gun to activate CXCL8 release.

Table 1. Learning outcomes of several games compared to lecture on same material.

Game Topic Audience N (study size) Learning outcome
over lecture Reference

Dimenxian/
Evolver

Algebra High school 193 7.2% (37–39)

Geography
Explorer

Geography College 273 15 to 40% (40)

NIU Torcs Numerical
methods

College 86 2! more time
spent on homework,
much more detailed
concept maps

(10–11)

River City Ecology/
biology

Middle/high
school

!2000 15 to 18%,
on average

(13)

Supercharged! Electrostatics Middle school 90 +8% (41)
Virtual Cell Cell biology College 238 40%, on average (40)
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Visualization and Simulation
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Postscript: The Lively Sketchbook











•Ubiquity

•Intimacy

•Embeddedness
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